“ The EHS+ Center is expanding its scope through expertise across various

environments, health and safety initiatives. This is a very good service help from
ISC and the EHS+ Center to its clients. ”

– Deepak Mugadaur (Corporate EHS Advisor)

India: Environment, Health & Safety Training
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Trainings provide the industryspecific skill sets and expertise
managers and factory workers
need to improve health and
operational safety, and increase
energy efficiency in the workplace.
The EHS+ Center offers tailored
curricula that can be delivered
at factory sites or at our Center
in order to meet the customized
needs of companies and their
supply chains.

ehsplusindia.org

Areas of Impact
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Greenhouse gas reduction
Energy efficiency
Environmental health
Worker health and safety
Industrial supply chain
management
Worker engagement
Gender equity
Community resilience

India Funding & Resource
Partners

GE Foundation

Institutional Partners
•
•
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Nanjing University School of
the Environment (China)
North South University
(Bangladesh)
Symbiosis Institute for
International Business (India)

About ISC
Since 1991, the Institute for
Sustainable Communities (ISC) has
led more than 115 transformative
community-driven sustainability
projects in 30 countries including
the United States, China, India,
and Bangladesh. ISC helps unleash
the existing power of local people
and institutions to address
immediate social, economic, and
environmental challenges and
opportunities – all while building
those on-the-ground solutions into
national and international best
practices and policy. At the heart
of the organization’s approach is
results-focused, authentic, and
pragmatic engagement with all
stakeholders, which unearths
locally-driven and equitable
solutions to the biggest challenge
we face – global climate change.
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EHS NETWORK
ADVANCED TRAINING. INSPIRING CHANGE.
The EHS+ Network is a global partnership connecting ISC’s EHS+ Centers
in China, Bangladesh and India. Each EHS+ Center trains factory
managers with the technical skills and management expertise to address
EHS priorities. Through the EHS+ Network, these trained practitioners
interact and collaborate, share and apply ideas on improving the
sustainability of supply chains throughout Asia.
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Learn more at sustain.org
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